
IDEMIA announced it has reached a new TSA PreCheck® Application Program milestone with 11 million enrollments to 
date. The enrollment process utilizes IDEMIA’s digital solutions to enable TSA to identify low-risk air travelers who then 
enjoy a smoother screening process at the airport.

To support the notable growth of TSA PreCheck enrollment and help ease travel during the busy summer period, 
IDEMIA has more than 440 enrollment centers in neighborhoods and airports throughout the United States and is 
hosting pop-up enrollment events to facilitate a more convenient traveler registration opportunity for residents.

TSA PreCheck lane wait times are on average five minutes or less and there is no need to remove shoes, belts, 3-1-1 
liquids, food or light jackets. Children 12 and under can also join a parent/guardian in the dedicated lanes. Today, TSA 
PreCheck has more than 450 lanes at 200+ U.S. airports, offering travelers a stress-less and secure flying experience as 
they begin to return to pre-pandemic traveling.

Submit an online application and schedule an appointment at any of the enrollment centers or at a local pop-up event 
to enjoy the benefits of TSA PreCheck and take the hassle out of your future travel plans. Complete application to enroll.

The 11 million enrollment milestone exemplifies IDEMIA’s continued success and 
commitment in passenger facilitation solutions. In the midst of the ongoing trend of 
increased air travel, IDEMIA aims to increase enrollments and help travelers prepare for 
their next airport experience at one of our enrollment facilities or at our pop-up enrollment 
events.

Donnie Scott, CEO of IDEMIA’s I&S North America

About us - IDEMIA, the global leader in Augmented Identity, provides a trusted environment enabling citizens and 
consumers alike to perform their daily critical activities (such as pay, connect and travel), in the physical as well as digital 
space.

Securing our identity has become mission critical in the world we live in today. By standing for Augmented Identity, an 
identity that ensures privacy and trust and guarantees secure, authenticated and verifiable transactions, we reinvent the 
way we think, produce, use and protect one of our greatest assets – our identity – whether for individuals or for objects, 
whenever and wherever security matters. We provide Augmented Identity for international clients from Financial, 

TSA PreCheck Reaches Milestone with 11 Million Enrolled

IDEMIA operates 440+ enrollment centers throughout the United States to support 
stress-less travel
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Telecom, Identity, Public Security and IoT sectors. With close to 15,000 employees around the world, IDEMIA serves 
clients in 180 countries.

For more information, visit www.na.idemia.com / Follow @Idemia_NA on Twitter
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